
Mike's 100% Tuna Spread
I fish the same Bluewater spread anytime, anywhere. I just LOVE a bunch
of big, lightweight spreader bars loaded with smaller bulb squids. A
spread with 5 spreader bars like this is the ultimate simulation of a GIANT
BAIT BALL. My secret weapon is two Hogy Harness soft bait jigs flanking
the inside bars a few feet under the surface, simulating a few vulnerable
baits lost for the pack. I rarely deviate from this spread, other than
changing colors.

In addition to being a highly successful spread, I love the efficiency of a
dialed-in spread you have full command of. I know just how it swims, I
know where it goes and how fast to fish it in any sea conditions, I know
how the spread does on turns, etc. This allows me to focus on finding
fish, not tinkering with lures.

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

HOGY TUNA TROLLING PLAYBOOK

CLASSIC HOGY SPREAD

I truly believe that this is the ultimate
spread. It can be fished as slow as
4kts and as many as 10kts. The Flexi
Bars pulse, the bird bar splashes, and
the Hogy Harness jig soft baits dance
and dart all over the place in the
spread.

Outside Rigger 1: 40-inch Flexi-Bar 
Inside Rigger 1: 40-inch Flexi-Bar 
Flat Line 1: Pre-Rigged Harness Jig 
Flat Line 2: Pre-Rigged Harness Jig 
Outside Rigger 2: 40-inch Flexi-Bar 
Inside Rigger 2: 40-inch Flexi-Bar 
Center Line: WWB: Pocket Bird Bar

MIXED BAG SPREAD

CARPET BOMB SPREAD

If you’re new on scene and not sure
what tuna are feeding on, mix and
max your colors and progressively
swap out colors to any that are
trending. For example, if inside
rigger 1 gets hit, match inside rigger
2 with the same color pattern.

If you know what tuna are feeding
on, it often works to your
advantage to dial in your spread to
all one color such as olive for sand
eels and green for mackerel. That
said, always include one or two
contrasting colors. Often, it’s the
collectively matching colors that
draw tuna to boat but it’s the
opposite “sickly and vulnerable”
colors that get hit.

MIKES' 100% SPREAD FIELD TECH TACKLE GEAR

AMBER = SQUID
GREEN = MACKS
OLIVE = SAND EEL
RAINBOW = ATTRACTOR
SHRIMP = OFF COLOR
PINK = ATTRACTOR
SILVER = HERRING / BUTTERFISH

COLOR MATCHING SPREAD

WATCH VIDEO



If fish are holding deep and not coming to
the surface spread. One highly effective
technique is "Trolling Scanning" using the
weighted Harness Jig. When marking fish
while trolling, take the boat out of gear for
up to 2 min allowing the bait to sink to
depth, then return to trolling speed.

TROLL SCAN FOR TUNA
HOLDING DEEP

TIDES
Moving Tide: If you know what time the fishing was
good yesterday, consider adjusting for the timing of
today. Often, the bait, and consequently tuna, move with
tide over the cycle. The fishing can move as many as a
couple of miles over a couple of hours of fishing. Use this
same concept to address fishing slow down. The fish
may have moved with the tide.

Current Speed: Let’s say you are marking tuna and/or
bait and they are toward the bottom in 300’. Knowing
your current speed is important as it will help you select
lure weight and size, line type, and boat speed to get
down there. Strong currents can also help point to where
the fish might end up over the course of the tide. Baitfish
often work their way down tide.

Slack tide is often the best time for peak tuna fishing.
During this time, the bait will rise to the surface and this
is when the action can really heat up, especially for
topwater action. Big moon periods have the shortest
tides and are often considered less desirable. A note
here; tides can be difficult to look up offshore. Once you
identify slack and record it, you’ll be able to extrapolate
future times by adding about 50 minutes per day and
four hours per tide cycle.

Radar: If you have high power radar, you can use it to
find birds. Most units today have “bird mode” but if
yours doesn’t, you can tune yours by turning the gain all
the way up and removing the clutter.

Size: For starters, bird size will likely tell you what size
bait you’re dealing with. Any birds, including stormy
Petrels, are a good sign. But the bigger birds, such as
Shearwaters, Gannets and Large Gulls are usually a great
sign and tend to be the best indicators of tuna.

Activity: You’ll want to identify birds intentions. The
Holy Grail is tightly vertexing birds with lots of
aggressive contacts with the water. What is happening
here is a predator(s) is pushing up bait, allowing the
birds to capitalize on the distracted and easily accessed
bait. Slightly lower on the spectrum is lots of birds
diving, in a fairly defined area. The bigger the bird
better. Lastly, the weakest of the bird activity is a series
of terns “kissing” the water. This often occurs from
terns feeding on very small bait without any help from
predators below.

Loitering: A bunch of birds “hanging” out can be a good
sign, meaning that something just happened and they
are waiting for it to happen again. It could also mean
they are just hanging out or a dragger went by. Who
knows! One way to test this is to approach the birds. If
they are annoyed but try to stay close, that’s a good sign.
If they simply take off, they can be written off.

Gather Intel: If you have good reports, start there. Find
out: Time of day of last known bite? - Time of slack tide?
- Was bite best at slack tide? - What bait were they
feeding on? - What is the wind direction and speed that
day? -Did they move over the course of the day?

Replicate as much as possible and work from there.
Adapt to the new days’ conditions. Many times, the
playbook remains unchanged, but many times, a new
day in the same spot calls for a few small adjustments to
fully capitalize. If the fishing is not happening, look at
what has changed.

Flexibility: A report just tells you where they were
yesterday. Tuna move fast and the ability to find your
own fish is often needed. The fish may have moved only
10 miles but if you are too hung up on “the spot” you’ll
miss valuable time sniffing around to find your own fish.

WATER
Funky Water: Nervous water, boils, or even rip lines that
may pen baitfish, making them vulnerable to tuna.

Slicks: Fish-made slicks often mean something is
getting eaten. Hopefully by tuna. If you are marking bait,
see birds AND slicks, you’re three-quarters of the way
there. Investigate the slicks for marks.

Targets/Breaking Tuna: If you see targets and nothing
else, you’re in pretty good shape. If you see targets and
all of the above, you’re in great shape! And breaking
fish! Well, enough said.

Water Temperature: Bluefin are associated with cooler
and tends to be more bait driven as opposed to gulf
stream-based Yellowfin, albacores, etc. where the temp.
breaks are the Holy Grail. Pay close attention to temp
breaks.
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HOW TO BREAKDOWN THE BITE

REPORTS

TIME OF DAY
Twilights: Early morning fish and sunset
fish tend to be far more aggressive.

Light: On dark, rainy, or foggy days,
tuna often feed closer to the surface
throughout the day. Sometimes
switching to a darker lure for greater
contrast in low light will help increase
the lure’s visibility.

BIRDS

WHALES
Whales aggressively bubble feeding are a
good sign that sand eels are in the area.
You know there’s bait to hold tuna.
Cruising whales are less “telling.”

Do you see bait on the surface? On the finder? That’s a
good sign. Is bait clustered? If so, it might mean the
school is in defense mode. Lots of bait “paving” the
finder could also be a good sign, but could also mean a
lot of bait but no predators. This is a good time to
rethink the birds. The birds are pretty good at knowing
where the bait is. Do you see birds loitering and bait?
That’s a pretty good sign. What do you know about the
bait? What kind is it? If you don’t know species, is it big
or small? Packed? Scattered? Answers to any of these
questions will guide you.

BAIT

WIND
Direction: Did it change from yesterday?
If so, where might that wind direction
have pushed the fish over the night? Did
it change to the East or Northeast? Still
seeing marks? Well that just stinks,
because that wind kills fishing! In that
case, you might be better off grinding it
out where you know the fish are. You’ll
be in the same boat in any other spot!

Migrating fish: Are fish following the
general direction of the wind? Ask
yourself if the past day-to-day
variations on where they were was
consistent with the prevailing wind
direction. If they are moving with the
wind, use this Intel to project where you
might start.
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TROLL SCAN

RECOMMENDED LURE:
6OZ OR 8OZ HARNESS J IG



Our small 6” squids represent common offshore
forage, matching: squid, sand eels, mackerel, sea
herring, the list goes on…
These teeny squid squids are obviously MUCH
lighter when compare to larger versions or
“machine” style lures so they can be fished on
large bars for greater presentation with minimal
drag and still used on lighter gear. 
Small Squids on flexible bars can be trolled
faster, allowing for more ground to be covered.
Our Hogy Flexi-Bars because the ultra-light bar
pulses with wave action rather than tumble,
allowing for rougher trolling or higher speeds in
calm water. They are quite light in terms of drag
and they can be fished on as little as 20lb. class
gear or even tuna spinning rods.
A flexible bar will pull the baits through the
wave, giving the presentation an unbeatable
lifelike action.

These days, I primarily fish large spreader bars
rigged with small 6” bulb squids, even in the
Canyons.

The bird function of the bar allows the bar to
swim well without outriggers, which is
important when fished further back. The
commotion can add attraction because it is far
away from the boat's wake, also an attraction.
The bird bar will float, so if you back off, you can
leave the further back bar out while you fish the
fish and avoid tangles.
You can see where the bird is. It is so far back, it
may be difficult for other boats to know where
your lure is, including you!

I like to fish the bird bar way, way back for a variety
of reasons.

Swim in and out of the wake and have the
appearance of a confused, lone baitfish.
Ability to be dropped down and jigged while
fighting a fish. This has resulted in dozens of
hookups on my boat over the years and why I like
the lightness of my rod and reel combo so much.
It’s easy enough to switch gears and jig.
Will avoid tangles when fished near or under a
spreader bar as they reside a few feet under the
surface. 
Ultimate sand eel hedge. If tuna are keyed in on
sand eels, Hogy Harness jigs are almost
impossible to beat. The bars 

The Harness jigs have become my ALL TIME favorite
flat line clip lure and have permanently replaced
cedar plugs on my boat. I fish harness jigs on each
flat line clip, about 5-10 feet in front of each of my
closest spreader bars.
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THE HOGY BAIT BALL SPREAD 123 SIMPLE + SMART LINE UP

FLEXI-BAR SQUID BARS

HARNESS J IG
FLAT LINE SAND EELS

BIRD BARS

HARNESS J IGS

FLEXI-BAR SQUID BAR
BAIT BALL EFFECT

BIRD BAR
SURFACE SPLASHER
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Shimano Talica 25 (Reel) 
Terez TZC59MHSP-SR (Rod)

I love this sized outfit because it is light and fun on school tuna but absolutely
has enough power to land big eye tuna in the Canyons. The outfit is easy to use
and will even switch-hit as an “ok” jigging rod in a pinch. This size rod is so
light I can even carry an entire spread’s worth to the boat in one trip, something
you cannot do with classic 30s or 50s.

Trolling Terminal Tackle for Tuna

Line/Braid/Mono Combo: 
425 yards of 80lb. Hollow Core Spectra Backing and 100 yards of 80lb. Mono Top
Shot via spliced loop to the hollow-core braid that will last for years. 
Spider hitch or Bimini to make a loop in the mono to easily connect a wind-on
leader.

Wind-On Leaders: Wind-on leaders are as they collect less weed, flow through
guides nicely (compared with knots). With tuna, the lighter the fluorocarbon,
the more likely you are to get hit but you must weigh the breaking strength
compromise. 80lb on finicky days and 130lb when the action is hot.

Leader Length: The longer the leader, the better as tuna do not like seeing the
braid to fluoro connection. 
30-foot leader for trolling.

Flouro Leaders: Tuna have such keen eyesight and fluoro results in more tuna
over the course of a season. 
Fluoro gets dirty. Keep alcohol wipes and wipe leaders throughout the day. I am
always amazed at how dirty leaders get.

Connection: My general rule of thumb is that I tie directly with a loop knot at
60lb. and below. I crimp line for connections above 80lb. If the lure I’m using
doesn’t have a built-in swivel, I’ll connect it to the leader via a 220lb ball-
bearing swivel.

Hogy Connections:

Hogy Flexi and Bird Bars: Via Ball Bearing Swivel crimped directly to top shot.
Flat Line Clip Harness Jig: Jig crimped directly to Top Shot.

The angler picks up the rod, faces the fish and lets it run. 
The crew clears the decks. The angler advises how much line is on the reel
Many anglers will be startled by how much line is coming off the reel at this point. It’s ok. Let it run. Let the fish tire. 
Once the run is complete, idle toward the fish slowly while the angler puts more line on the reel while maintaining pressure. If you can put the line back on
without idling, do it. The fish will tire more quickly. The goal is to get as much line back on the reel without letting the fish rest too much so that it can make
another big run. 
Be ready for the fish to swim toward you. If this happens, reel as fast as you can. Sometimes this change in direction can be so aggressive that the captain will
assist you by re-positioning the boat.
As the fight gets closer to the boat, it will become more vertical. If you are on a center console, work the fish aft, preferably the corner where the captain can
easily step aside to assist. Pick the upwind side of the boat, this will prevent drifting over the fish.
Tuna will make big circles that will get tighter as the fish gets closer to the boat. Let the fish run a little while it is swimming away from the boat and collect
line as it circles back around. Now is the time to put extra pressure on the fish. You want extra pressure but you don’t want to break off the fish. 
As the fish gets close, the angler is responsible for advising line position relative to “anything bad,” which includes the fish swimming under the boat or line
hitting trim tabs, swim platforms, or engines. It’s the captain’s responsibility to listen, watch for himself and be ready to re-position the boat. There are
often many boat adjustments needed near the end game to avoid trouble. Usually, this only entails driving a circle around the fish and keeping the fish at the
most ergonomic position on the aft quarter of the boat.
As the fish gets very close to the boat, it will likely freak out a bit and with a burst of adrenaline, it will likely rip more line out. 

Step-by-Step instructions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1.Reduce crimp visibility by coloring with a black sharpie marker.
2. Eliminate unnecessary break-offs by leaving a 1/16" flange
along crimp edges when crimping
3. Measure line diameter to crimp size. The improper pairing of
line to crimp size will greatly reduce strength and reliability
4. Use the proper style chafe gear for connections. Black Chafe
for leader loops. Stainless Chafe for hook connections.
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CAPT. MIKE'S OUTFIT

HOW TO FIGHT AND LAND A TUNA
CONGRATULATIONS, NOW WHAT?

TUNA RIG LIKE A PRO

Everything comes down to a solid connection when targeting
trophy tuna. Here's how to rig your own bulletproof leader to
lure connections.

PRO TIPS: CRIMPING

Tackling the largest of offshore gamefish requires a keen eye to
detail and perfection in rigging technique. Hogy's full lineup of
offshore terminal rigging allows you to quickly build or repair
your offshore presentations.

OFFSHORE RIGGING

"Paint" your crimp 

black with a sharpie.
CRIMPED LOOP CONNECTION

The best rigging connection
on heavy leaders 80# and up.

KNOTTED CONNECTION
For rigging with light leaders
80# and less.

.5" Black Chafe Loop

130# Fluoro Leader

1.3mm Aluminum Crimp

80# Fluoro

+ Palamor Knot

220# Crane Swivel
220# 1.4 Split Ring
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